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My children! My Africa! by Athol Fugard  

Act 2 Scene 3 Notes: Credit to MTG notes 
Plot: Climax - Mr M is accused of being an informer. The Comrades organise stay-aways in the location/township. Thami comes to school to warn him about their plan to burn down the 
school, as well as to kill him. Mr M refuses to flee. There are violent protests in the location and Mr M is killed. The tragic climax or the turning point is reached when the terrible and violent 
riots take place in Brakwater and Mr M is branded an informer. Thami comes to school to warn him about their plan to burn down the school, as well as to kill him. Mr M refuses to flee.    
Summary:  
 Mr M is alone in Number One classroom. He is frustrated because his learners have not come to school. He rings the school bell widely. Mr M reads attendance registers, calls out names 
of learners.  He wonders whether the learners are alive or dead, ‘There are a lot of well-aimed stray bullets…’ (Page 90)  The window glasses break, Mr M rings the bell widely again.  
Thami appears, tells Mr M to stop ringing the bell because it irritates and provokes the ‘comrades’.   Mr M picks up his dictionary and the stone. He tells Thami that the dictionary holds the 
whole English language whereas a ‘Stone’ is just ONE word in English Language.  Thami has come to warn Mr M that he is in big danger. Thami tells Mr M that at the previous night’s 
meeting, Mr M has been accused of being an informer since he has given names of learners to the police.  Thami tries to convince Mr M to join the boycott and to sign the declaration.  Mr 
M refuses to join the boycott and says he is willing to die for what he believes in.  Mr M confesses to Thami that he indeed gave the names and addresses of the political action committee/ 
‘community of strangers from the North’ (page 93) to Captain Lategan.  Mr M was offered money for the information but he refused to take it.  Mr M says he gave names to the police to 
try and stop the boycotts and he thinks he did the right thing.  Mr M is jealous that comrades have taken his learners (‘children’) away and he misses them at school. He indicates that 
classroom’s children is all what he lives for.  Mr M tells Thami about the trip to Wapadsberg, (Page 94) where he was inspired to become a teacher. Mr M’s teacher encouraged him to 
take a journey to Africa through reading.  Mr M tells the story of an Ethiopian tribesman (poverty in Africa.  Mr M laments that the world wastes the future of the children of Africa.  More 
window glasses break. Mr M breaks away from Thami, rings the bell furiously and goes outside to confront the mob.  Mr M is killed.  
Characters: Mr. M, Thami 
Setting: Zolile High 
Stage directions: Mr. M ringing the bel – discuss in passage 
Theme:  
Effects of Apartheid on South African youth  The youth deems it necessary to boycott classes to join the comrades in order bring an end to Apartheid and Bantu Education. This shows 
that there were inequalities in education in South Africa during Apartheid period.  
Words versus violence  Mr M believes that using words is the best way to bring political and social change in education. He believes that violence (using stones) is not the way.  
Pride / Stubbornness  Mr M does not stop ringing the bell even after Thami has warned him that his life is in danger.  Mr M refuses to join the boycotts and to sign the declaration. 
Order vs disorder: Mr. M trying to gain control with his bell and the People working according to their plan, yet it seems completely disorderly. 
Tone/Mood: Tone Defeated tone: Thami fails to convince Mr M to join the boycott. Sad tone: Mr M gets killed.  
Mood In Act 2 Scene 3 the mood is desperate as Mr M tries to invite learners back to school by ringing the bell. Thami also adds to a desperate mood when he tries to convince Mr M to 
stop ringing the bell and also to join the boycott. There is also a gloomy and sad mood when Mr M is killed by the mob.   
Symbols/Props: Bell, dictionary, stone 

SCENE 3 
MR M alone in Number One Classroom. He is ringing his school bell 
wildly. 
MR M: Come to school! Come to school. Before they kill you all, 

come to school! [Silence.] [Mr. M looks around the empty 
classroom.  He goes to his table, and after composing 
himself, opens the class register and reads out the names as 
he did every morning at the start of a new school day.] 

 
He is ringing his school bell wildly. - He rings the bell to get learners to come to school and escape death. In Mr. M’s mind 

the bell represents order and safety for the learners. 
 
 
 
 
reads out the names as he did every morning at the start of a new school day.] MR M: Johnny Awu, living or dead? Christopher Bandla, living or… - He 
reads the names from the register as part of the everyday school routine.  But the reading of the attendance register is 
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MR M: Johnny Awu, living or dead? Christopher Bandla, living or 
dead?  Zandile Cwati, living or dead?  Semphiwe Dambuza 
… Ronald Gxasheka …Noloyiso Mfundweni …Stephen 
Gaika …Zachariah Jabavu …Thami …Thami Mbikwana … 
[Pause] Living or dead? How many young souls do I have 
present this morning? There are a lot of well-aimed stray 
bullets flying around on the streets out there.  Is that why 
this silence is so … heavy? 
But what can I teach you? [Picks up his little black 
dictionary on the table] My lessons were meant to help you 
in this world living, stupid, cruel men. [Helpless gesture] 
Now? Oh my children!  I have no lessons that will be of any 
use to you now.  Mr. M and all his wonderful words are … 
useless, useless, useless! [The sound of breaking glass.  
Stones land in the classroom. Mr. M picks up one] No!  One 
of you is still alive.  Ghosts don’t throw stones with hot, 
sweating young hands. [Grabs his bell and rings it wildly 
again]  Come to school!  Come to school! [Thami appears] 

THAMI: [Quietly] Stop ringing that bell, Mr. M. 
MR M: Why? It’s only the school bell, Thami. I though you liked the 

sound of it. You once told me that it was almost as good as 
music … don’t you remember? 

THAMI: You are provoking the Comrades with it. 
MR M: No Thami. I am summoning the Comrades with it. 
THAMI: They say you are ringing the bell to taunt them. You are    

openly defying the boycott by being here in the school. 
MR M: I ring this bell because according to my watch it is school 

time and I am a teacher and those desks are empty!  I will 
go on ringing it as I have been doing these past two weeks, 
at the end of every lesson. And you can tell the Comrades 
that I will be back here ringing it tomorrow and the day 
after tomorrow and for as many days after that as it takes 
for this world to come to its senses. Is that the only reason 
you’ve come? To tell me to stop ringing the school bell? 

THAMI: No. 
MR M: You haven’t come for a lesson, have you? 
THAMI: No I haven’t. 
MR M: Of course not. What’s the matter with me? Slogans don’t 

need much in the way of grammar, do they? As for these 

now unusual because there are no students in the class and now he asks if they are living or dead, instead of checking 
if they are present or absent. Think back to when Isabel read the names of the learners in Thami’s class. Then there 
had been hope and now these names represent death.  
 
 
 
 

well-aimed stray bullets - Paradox – if a bullet is well-aimed it does not get lost. A stray bullet is one that is not well-aimed. 
 

Is that why this silence is so … heavy? Metaphor – the silence is overwhelming because there is no-one in the classroom to 
respond to the question. They are not listening and might even be dead. My lessons were meant to help you in this world living, 

stupid, cruel men. He wants to teach his learners how to cope in this world. 
Mr. M and all his wonderful words are … useless, useless, useless! Theme: power of words vs violence. His belief in the power of words 
and its ability to bring about change is now futile.  During the school boycotts, violence erupts – bullets fly, classrooms 
are destroyed – glass is broken and stones are thrown.  It shows that violence triumphs over words in the play. 
 
 
 
 

[Quietly] Stop ringing that bell, Mr. M. – Thami’s mood is anxious. The bell represents order for Mr. M and control to Thami. The 

bell is stirring up trouble / inciting the Comrades.  Mr M is defying the school boycott.  Thami is afraid that the mob will 
kill Mr M.  
 
provoking – to work up, to tease, to try and get a reaction 

summoning – to call together 
They say you are ringing the bell to taunt them - Thami’s attitude to the bell used to be different.  He used to run to school. Now he wants Mr M to 

stop ringing the bell, stop teaching and he wants to boycott classes. defying – to resist or to challenge. Mr. M needs to have control 

and the theme of Order vs Disorder is illustrated again. 
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… [The stone in his hand] No, you don’t need me for 
lessons in stone-throwing either. You’ve already got teachers 
in those very revolutionary subjects, haven’t you? [Picks up 
his dictionary …the stone in one hand, the book in the 
other]  You know something interesting, Thami … if you 
put these two on a scale I think you would find that they 
weighed just about the same. But in this hand I am holding 
the whole English language. This … [The stone] …is just 
one word in that language. It’s true!  All that wonderful 
poetry that you and Isabel tried to cram into your beautiful 
heads …in here!  Twenty-six letters, sixty thousand words. 
The greatest souls the world has ever known were able to 
open the floodgates of their ecstasy, their despair, their joy! 
… with the words in this little book. Aren’t you tempted? I 
was. [Opens the book at the fly-leaf and reads]  Anela 
Myalatya.  Cookhouse. 1947. One of the first books I ever 
bought. [Impulsively]  I want you to have it. 

THAMI: [Ignoring the offered book] I’ve come here to warn you. 
MR M: You’ve already done that and I’ve already told you that you 

are wasting your breath. Now take your stones and go. 
There are a lot of unbroken windows left.  

THAMI: I’m not talking about the bell now. It’s more serious than 
that. 

MR M: In my life nothing is more serious than ringing the school 
bell. 

THAMI: There was a meeting last night.  Somebody stood up and 
denounced you as an informer. [Pause.  Thami waits. Mr. M 
says nothing] He said you gave names to the police. [Mr. M 
says nothing] Everybody is talking about it this morning. 
You are in big danger. 

MR M: Why are you telling me all this? 
THAMI: So that you can save yourself. There’s a plan to march to 

the school and burn it down. If they find you here … 
[Pause] 

MR M: Go on. [Violently] If they find me here, what? 
THAMI: They will kill you. 
MR M: “They will kill me.” That’s better. Remember what I taught 

you …if you’ve got a problem put it into words so that you 
can look at it, handle it and ultimately solve it. They will 

 
 
[Picks up his dictionary …the stone in one hand, the book in the other]  You know something interesting, Thami … if you - The dictionary is so special to 

him because it contains a whole language.  It is one of the first books he ever bought. Contrast: the power of the word = dictionary versus the 
power of the violence = stone stand directly opposed and the climax, where Mr. M will be killed is drawing nearer. The stone is the symbol for 
violent action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The book and stone are put on scales and the weight each has, has to be measured. This is an image of justice weighing or measuring who is 
right and who is wrong.  
The greatest souls the world has ever known were able to open the floodgates of their ecstasy, their despair, their joy! … with the words in this little book 

Poets like Byron and Shelley whose works live on – Theme : Language and Literature 
Metaphor. Using the words to describe their feelings, is like a stream of water (floodgate), they are able to pour out words like water 

fly-leaf – the inside flap of a book cover. 
[Impulsively] – acting without thinking about it. Gesture – holds out the book to Thami 
Fugard’s comment (The playwright): To be truly effective, words require action. On their own they are not enough. BUT 
action without rational words is also useless.  It leads to mob behaviour, brutality, violence 
I’ve come here to warn you. - Is this a threat or does he want to save him? These words can be interpreted differently.  

Discuss both perspectives. Thami could be truly warning him to flee and save his life. He could also have come to 
threaten him and tell him that he will be killed. 
There are a lot of unbroken windows left. - Tone: sarcastic and accusing 

 
 

In my life nothing is more serious than ringing the school bell. – The bell represents control, order, the old way, acceptance to Mr. M 
 

Denounced - to criticize something or someone strongly and publicly. Accuse him in public. 
 
 

Thami waits. Mr. M says nothing] He said you gave names to the police. - He is in danger because he has been accused of being an 
informer. Mr. M, who has been very verbal up to this point, now becomes quiet. 
 
 
 

If they find you here … - Ellipse – Thami cannot bring himself to say what they will do to Mr M  

 
 
 
“They will kill me.”  - Mr M’s life can be saved if he joins the boycott and Thami will convince them of his innocence  
 
 
 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/criticize
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/strongly
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/publicly
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kill me! You are right. That is very serious.  So then … 
what must I do? Must I run away and hide somewhere? 

THAMI: No, they will find you. You must join the boycott. 
MR M: I’m listening. 
THAMI: Let me go back and tell them that we have had a long talk 

and that you have realized you were wrong and have 
decided to join us. Let me say that you will sign the 
declaration and that you won’t have anything to do with the 
school until all demands have been met. 

MR M: And they will agree to that? Accept me as one of them even 
though it is believed that I am an informer? 
THAMI: I will tell them you are innocent. That I confronted you with 

the charge and that you denied it and that I believe you. 
MR M: I see. [Studying Thami intently] You don’t believe that I am 

an informer. 
THAMI: No. 
MR M: Won’t you be taking a chance in defending me like that? 
Mightn’t they end up suspecting you? 
THAMI: They’ll believe me. I’ll make them believe me. 
MR M: You can’t be sure. Mobs don’t listen to reason, Thami. Hasn’t 

your revolution already taught you that?  Why take a 
chance like that to save a collaborator? Why do you want to 
do all this form me? 

THAMI: [Avoiding Mr. M’s eyes] I’m not doing it for you. I’m doing 
it for the Struggle. Our Cause will suffer if we falsely accuse 
and hurt innocent people. 

MR M:  I see.  My ‘execution’ would be an embarrassment to the 
Cause. I apologise, Thami. For a moment I allowed myself to 
think that you were doing it because we were … who we 
are … the “all-knowing Mr. M and his brilliant protègè 
Thami!” I was so proud of us when Isabel called us that. 
Well, young Comrade, you have got nothing to worry about.  
Let them come and do whatever it is they want to. Your 
Cause won’t be embarrassed, because you see, they won’t be 
‘hurting’ an innocent man [He makes his confession simply 
and truthfully.] That’s right, Thami, I am guilty. I did go to 
the police.  I sat down in Captain Lategan’s office and told 
him I felt it was my duty to report the presence in our 
community of strangers from the north. I told him that I had 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why take a chance like that to save a collaborator? Why do you want to do all this form me? – Mr. M confronts Thami with a question he 
cannot truthfully answer. On the one side he knows that Mr. M’s view on the importance of education is true.  On the 
other hand he knows that a violent protest is what is needed by his people at this moment in time. collaborator? - Someone 

who betrays others by working with the enemy. [Avoiding Mr. M’s eyes] - Thami doesn’t make eye contact because he 

doesn’t want to admit that he loves Mr M and wants to protect him.  
 

‘execution’ - Carrying out a death sentence 

 
 
 

protègè  - A young person who receives guidance from someone with experience 
 
 
 
 
 

‘hurting’ - Quotation marks – euphemism for torture or killing 
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reason to believe that they were behind the present unrest. I 
gave the Captain names and addresses. He thanked me and 
offered me money for the information which I refused. 
[Pause] Why do you look at me like that? Isn’t that what 
you expected from me? … a government stooge, a sell-out, 
an arse-licker? Isn’t that what you were all secretly hoping I 
would do … so that you could be proved right? [Appalled]  
Is that why I did it? Out of spite? Can a man destroy 
himself, his life for a reason as petty as that? I sat here 
before going to the police station saying to myself that it 
was my duty, to my conscience, to you, to the whole 
community, to do whatever I could to put an end to this 
madness of boycotts and arson, mob violence and lawlessness 
… and maybe that is true … but only maybe … because 
Thami, the truth is that I was so lonely! You had deserted 
me. I was so jealous of those who had taken you away. 
Now, I’ve really lost you, haven’t I? Yes. I can see it in 
your eyes. You’ll never forgive me for doing that, will you? 

 You know, Thami, I’d sell my soul to have you all back 
behind your desks for one last lesson. Yes. If the devil 
thought it was worth having and offered me that in 
exchange … one lesson! … he could have my soul.  So 
then it’s all over! Because this … [The classroom] is all 
there was for me. This was my home, my life, my one and 
only ambition … to be a good teacher! [His dictionary] 
Anela Myalatya, twenty years old, from Cookhouse, wanted 
to be that the way your friends want to be big soccer stars 
playing for Kaiser Chiefs! That ambition goes back to when 
he was just a skinny little ten-year-old pissing on small grey 
bush at the top of Wapadsberg Pass. We were on our way to 
a rugby match at Somerset East. The lorry stopped at the 
top of the mountain so that we could stretch our legs and 
relieve ourselves. It was a hard ride on the back of that 
lorry. The road hadn’t been tarred yet. So there I was, ten 
years old and sighing with relief as I aimed for the little 
bush. It was a hot day. The sun right over our heads … 
not a cloud in a vast blue sky.  I looked up … it’s very 
high up there at the top of the pass … and there it was, 
stretching away from the foot of the mountain, the great pan 

 
 
 
 
stooge, a sell-out, an arse-licker? - Someone who is exploited by them 
Someone who betrays others / disloyal 
[Appalled]  - Shocked by the dreadful idea that they think he did it for something unimportant 

 
 
 
 
 
 
arson, - to deliberately set fir to something in order to destroy it. 

Deserted – abandoned, left me 
 
 
 
 
I’d sell my soul to have you all back behind your desks for one last lesson. - At age 10 he realised that his ambition is to be a good 

teacher 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. M shares the reason for his love for being a teacher with Thami.  
Africa.  He didn’t literally travel there.  He visited these neighbouring countries in his imagination when he read about 
them 
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of the Karoo … stretching away for ever, it seemed, into 
the purple haze and heat of the horizon. Something grabbed 
my heart at that moment, my soul, and squeezed it until 
there were tears in my eyes. I had never seen anything so 
big, so beautiful in all my life. I went to the teacher who 
was with us and asked him: “Teacher, where will I come to 
if I start walking that way?” … and I pointed. He laughed. 
“Little man,” he said, “that way is North. If you start 
walking that way and just keep on walking, and your legs 
don’t give in, you will see all Africa!  Yes, Africa, little man!  
You will see the great rivers of the continent: The Vaal, the 
Zambesi, the Limpopo, the Congo and then the mighty Nile. 
You will see the mountains: the Drakensberg, Kilimanjaro, 
Kenya and the Ruwenzori. And you will meet all our 
brothers: the little Pygmies of the forests, the proud Masai, 
the Watusi … tallest of the tall, and the Kikuyu standing on 
one leg like herons in a pond waiting for a frog.” “Has 
teacher seen all that?” I asked. “No,” he said. “Then how 
does teacher know it’s there?” “Because it is all in the books 
and I have read the books and if you work hard in school, 
little man, you can do the same without worrying about your 
legs giving in.” He was right, Thami. I have seen it. I t is 
all there in the books just as he said it was and I have 
made it mine. I can stand on the banks of all those great 
rivers, look up at the majesty of all those mountains, 
whenever I want to. It is a journey I have made many 
times. Whenever my spirit was low and I sat alone in my 
room, I said to myself: Walk, Anela!  Walk! … and I 
imagined myself at the foot of the Wapadsberg setting off 
for that horizon that called me that day forty years ago. It 
always worked!  When I left that little room, I walked back 
into the world a proud man, because I was an African and 
all the splendor was my birthright. [Pause] I don’t want to 
make that journey again, Thami. There is someone waiting 
for me now at the end of it who has made a mockery of all 
my visions of splendor. He has in his arms my real 
birthright. I saw him on the television in the Reverend 
Mbopa’s lounge. An Ethiopian tribesman, and he was 
carrying the body of a little child that had died of hunger in 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Your birth right is a privilege you get when you are born into a specific family / country.  His birth right is the natural 
beauty of Africa and its people 
I don’t want to make that journey again, He changes his opinion about his birth right because he’s upset by the killing and injury 

of his learners during the school boycott. 
splendor - Magnificence / majesty 
 
Ethiopian - A person from Ethiopia – a country in Africa that has often suffered famine  

Pygmy tribe Heron Watusi tribe 

Masai tribe 
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the famine … a small bundle carelessly wrapped in a few 
rags. I couldn’t tell how old the man was. The lines of 
despair and starvation on his face made him look as old as 
Africa itself. He held that little bundle very lightly as he 
shuffled along to a mass grave, and when he reached it, he 
didn’t have the strength to kneel and lay it down gently … 
He just opened his arms and let it fall. I was very upset 
when the programme ended. Nobody had thought to tell us 
his name and whether he was the child’s father, or 
grandfather, or uncle. And the same for the baby! Didn’t it 
have a name? How dare you show me one of our children 
being thrown away and not tell me its name! I demand to 
know who is in that bundle! [Pause] Not knowing their 
names doesn’t matter anymore.  hey are more than just 
themselves. That tribesman and dead child do duty for all of 
us, Thami. Every African soul is either carrying that bundle 
or in it. What is wrong with this world that it wants to 
waste you all like that … my children … my Africa! 
[Holding out a hand as if he wanted to touch Thami’s face] 
My beautiful and proud young Africa! [More breaking glass 
and stones and the sound of a crowd outside the school.  Mr. 
M starts to move.  Thami stops him.]  

THAMI: No! Don’t go out there. Let me speak to them first. Listen to 
me! I will tell them I have confronted you with the charges 
and that you have denied them and that I believe you. I will 
tell them you are innocent. 

MR M: You will lie for me, Thami? 
THAMI: Yes. 
MR M: [Desperate to hear the truth] Why? [Thami can’t speak.]  
MR M: Why will you lie for me, Thami? 
THAMI: I’ve told you before. 
MR M: The ‘Cause’? 
THAMI: Yes. 
MR M: Then I do not need to hide behind your lies. 
THAMI: They will kill you. 
MR M: Do you think I’m frightened of them?  Do you think I’m frightened 

of dying? [Mr. M breaks away from Thami.  Ringing his bell 
furiously he goes outside and confronts the mob.  They kill him.] 

famine - The child that dies of hunger is a symbol of the suffering of all Africans 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
African soul - Metaphor. All Africans are suffering.  They are either victims themselves, or they are carrying a victim. 
Do you agree? Yes, large numbers of Africans suffer from disease, poverty, famine and war / No, generalising is 
dangerous and it is patronizing to see all Africans as victims. / People who see themselves as victims become 
disempowered. 
What is wrong with this world that it wants to waste you all like that … my children … my Africa! [Holding out a hand as if he wanted to touch Thami’s 

face] My beautiful and proud young Africa! - This is where the title comes from. Thami represents the youth and future of Africa – 
he cries out a lament about their destruction 
 
 
 
You will lie for me, Thami? 
THAMI: Yes. 
MR M: [Desperate to hear the truth] Why? [Thami can’t speak.]  
MR M: Why will you lie for me, Thami? 
THAMI: I’ve told you before. 

MR M: The ‘Cause’?      Rhetorical questions. Thami desperately tries to prevent Mr M from confronting the mob, but Mr 
M defiantly walks to his death.  The tension reaches a dramatic peak when he is killed. Now he rings the bell to confront 
his killers 
Why is the play still relevant today? 
The play deals with the inequalities of the education system in apartheid South Africa.  Although South Africa is a 
democratic country today, the legacy of apartheid is still present in the education system. 
It is important for a healthy democracy to encourage critical thinking among learners 
An understanding of our past / history is important in shaping the present and the future of South Africa 

 


